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Abstract
This is a research about the marketing plan for exoskeleton wearable devices. The objective is to
provide a meaningful Customer Value Proposition to the prospective customers.The Samsung
company SWOT analysis is the basis for a marketing strategy. The exoskeleton features and market
definition is included in the analysis. A competitor analysis of homogeneus exoskeletons providers is
included to review the current market. An exhaustive customer analysis was performed to identify
the customer needs as the input for the marketing plan development. The potential market was
identified to learn about the exoskeleton market share opportunity. The exoskeleton global market is
analyzed to learn about the growth opportunity for exoskeletons. We include a definition of the
marketing strategy supporting Samsung’ goals under a robust communication strategy.
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Executive Summary
This report presents the marketing plan, with the supporting research, for Samsung’s exoskeleton
product. Samsung is a well-established conglomerate in multiple markets, mostly dominant in
technology and electronics. The exoskeleton is a wearable device that assists in physical activities
such as walking and lifting. After analyzing the product, we chose to market this as a product aimed
at prevent injuries by supporting physical activities.
We researched the market and market segments to target. We did this by finding out which
professions had the most work related injuries, and which of those were caused by physical activities.
We found that nursing is the occupation with the most injuries, and by quite some margin.
After identifying nurses and health professionals as a potential market, we checked whether this is a
market worth pursuing. We made projections based on the number of nurses and hospitals in the
country, defining how valuable nurses are, and fiscal size of this market segment. We found that
numbers promising and we are optimistic about the strategy. The only reason we remain conservative
with our projections is the product is still in the early, adopters’ phase of the technology adoption life
cycle.
We did an analysis of our competitors and found several companies in this space, but they are varied
in service they are trying to provide. By positioning ourselves as a lightweight and inexpensive
option, we feel like we’ve set our product apart enough to do well in the market.

2. Company Analysis
Samsung was founded by Lee Byung-chul in 1938 as a trading company. Over the next three
decades, the group diversified into areas including food processing, textiles, insurance, securities, and
retail. Samsung entered the electronics industry in the late 1960s and the construction and
shipbuilding industries in the mid-1970s; these areas would drive its subsequent growth. Following
Lee's death in 1987, Samsung was separated into four business groups – Samsung Group, Shinsegae
Group, CJ Group and Hansol Group. Since 1990, Samsung has increasingly globalised its activities
and electronics; in particular, its mobile phones and semiconductors have become its most important
source of income. As of 2017, Samsung has the 6th highest global brand value.
Notable Samsung industrial affiliates include Samsung Electronics (the world's largest information
technology company, consumer electronics maker and chipmaker measured by 2017 revenues as
shown in the appendix Table No. 1.), Samsung Heavy Industries,and Samsung Engineering and
Samsung C&T. Other notable subsidiaries include Samsung Life Insurance ,Samsung Everland and
Cheil Worldwide.
Samsung is obviously a well established brand, with distribution networks well embedded across
multiple industries.

3.Market Definition, Potential, & Demand
The product is a wearable device designed to improve and assist human walking efficiency and
overall performance. The exoskeleton is a concept started in Russia in 1890, although the original
vision is far from the current product. What it does have in common is the concept of biomimicry.
The product is meant to mimic the muscles of the body, assisting and and complementing a user in
physical tasks.

This biomimicry can seen in the way that the exoskeleton is broken into the three devices, labeled
GEMS (Gait Enhancing and Motivation System).

The GEMS-A (ankle), GEMS-H (hip) and GEMS-K (knee) target the areas that their names suggest,
but ultimately they all are trying to do the same thing: assist a person in day-to-day activities.
Samsung is not the first to tackle this market. There are a number of companies with exoskeleton
solutions aimed at walking, support/rehabilitation, and field assistance for physically demanding
jobs. ReWalk, Ekso and SuitX have all introduced solutions, and a number of automotive companies
have also invested in the space. The competitors will be examined later in this document.
We have established that this product aids in physical activities, so the potential markets we looked at

were those that had users perform physical tasks. We also used the target markets of our competitors
as a starting point to understand what the space was like. We narrowed it down to the following
markets:
Logistics (warehouses, movers, etc)
Industrial sectors
Healthcare (physical assistance of patients)
After analyzing the product, we found that it was created in such a way that more than “field
assistance” or “rehabilitation”, as most other exoskeletons were made for, Samsung’s product was
primed for “injury prevention” by easing physical exertion, and so this is the route we chose to
follow. This meant that we looked at the likelihood and frequency of injury at each of these
professions. [2]
TABLE SNR06. Highest incidence rates1 of total nonfatal occupational injury
cases, 2017

Industry

NAICS
Code

Incidence
Rate

Nursing and residential care facilities (State government)

623

10.7

Materials recovery facilities (Private industry)

56292

9.5

Hospitals (State government)

622

7.4

The table above is an excerpt from a research study about non fatal occupational injuries, and we
found that the profession with the most injuries is nurse practitioners, more than movers, shipping
workers, and warehouse workers.

We examined nurse practitioners as a viable market. The first step was to identify the number of
nurses in the country.[4]

With the number of hospitals in the US being 6,210, and the average hospital having 63 nurses, plus
around a 100 other medical professionals makes this market one worth investigating. Nurse
practioners are a high-earning demographic. (See next figure.)

Nursing Occupations: [1]

Nurse practioners are an attractive market because they are highly valued. This country is suffering
from a nursing shortage, and according to https://www.aacnnursing.org/News-Information/FactSheets/Nursing-Shortage , it is projected that this shortage is only going to get worse. This makes the
nurses we do have much more valuable. Our benefit of being able to reduce the strain nurses face,
reducing the risk of injury and over-exertion and thus reducing down time. This is our biggest selling
point.
Understanding these facts lets us assume that demand for this product has the potential to be popular,
if it manages to capture interest and cross the chasm of the adoption life cycle.

We consider exoskeletons to be in the early adopter stage of the technology adoption life cycle.
There are many companies working in the exoskeleton space, but none have established dominance.
This may be because the goals of these companies are different, or because the technology is still
immature. For these reasons, we keep the projections modest.

4. Competitor Analysis
The competitors in the exoskeleton market are diverse. Our analysis process includes data collection
and review of competitors. The results provide information for a successful product launch. We
identify which vendors are offering similar exoskeletons according to the end users. We researched
literature from and about the companies offering exoskeletons to identify competitors. The next
graph depicts prospective competitors:

We shall summarize the efforts of a few competitors and then provide a more detailed analysis of the
competitors closest to Samsung’s product. According to The Exoskeleton Report:

Companies that make mobile lower body exoskeletons for rehabilitation or walking assistance: [6]

● ReWalk by ReWalk Robotics is the only exoskeleton currently approved for home use by the
FDA. The company ReWalk, founded in 2001 has specialized exclusively in developing a
commercial exoskeleton for mobility assist and one day, as a replacement to the wheelchair.
● Ekso by Ekso Bionics is their 7th exoskeleton device. Unlike ReWalk that has always had a
laser sharp focus on one application for exoskeletons devices, Ekso Bionics has the broadest
experience out of all the companies. Ekso Bionics engineers have worked on both active and
passive exoskeletons, suits for both disabled and able-bodied users as well as solid and soft
exoskeletons.
Indego by Parker Hannifin is probably the least publicized of the rehabilitation commercial
exoskeletons. Parker Hannifin is a large engineering company with over 58,000 employees
worldwide and has the time and resources to patiently develop a quality product. The Indego, which
is also currently in clinical trials aims at delivering great performance with minimum hassle.
Stationary commercial exoskeletons for rehabilitation:
● Hocoma has several commercial exoskeletons, mostly upper body, for rehabilitation use.
The Lokomat by Hocoma is an advanced rehabilitation and gait correction exoskeleton that
comes in a pediatric and adult size. The Lokomat is stationary and has a treadmill to simulate
movement for the user.
Powered commercial exoskeletons:[7]
● HAL by Cyberdyne is currently the most recognizable commercial exoskeleton. The HAL
suit, now in it’s 5th iteration, was originally designed for able-bodied people, primarily for
nurses lifting heavy patients but since then has been applied to other applications. For
example, modeled after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant disaster, a HAL suit was
augmented with heavy radiation-proof armor that can be supported by the exoskeleton.
● Honda is the commercial entity with the greatest experience in making walking robots
second to none. Since 1986, Honda engineers have sought to create a walking robot which
culminated in the ASIMO. Now, all of the knowledge and experience gained by Honda has
begun to be channeled into exoskeleton devices that can be used by the general public. The
Honda company appears to be approaching the exoskeleton market like they are creating a
unique new transportation device. Currently all cars, motorcycles and bicycles require well
maintained infrastructure in order to operate smoothly.
● The French RB3D is currently working on the Hercule line of exoskeletons. RB3D
specializes in able-bodied augmentation and has experimented with multiple different
configurations for both civilian and military use. This is a commercial organization that is
not afraid to make mistakes and sooner rather than later they will find an application for their
devices.
● Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering is developing an exoskeleton for use by their
ship building workers. The suit is designed to support the load of heavy tools and materials
and improve the overall efficiency of employees while reducing injury rates on the worksite.

● ExoAtlet is a relative newcomer to the exoskeleton field. Winner of the Skolkovo StartUp
Village, this exoskeleton was originally geared towards rehabilitation and power assist.
Lately, there have also been pictures of the ExoAtlet being tested for police or military use.”
Samsung’s product falls closest to the last category. And so does the competitor we focus on, Laevo.
● Laevo is a four year German company, first manufacturing, selling, distributing exoskeleton
Laevo V2 worldwide. They are serving the logistics, industry, healthcare and other sectors.
They are currently distributing in Europe, Japan and Canada market. The distribution
channels for North America is in early stage. The model is a chest pad, smart joint using a
gas spring box to work, avoid the battery dependency. The company has sold 1,800
exoskeleton at $2,500 market price.They handle the know how of exoskeleton today.

Samsung - Laevo- Honda Comparison: [7]
Laevo Estimated Revenue:
1,800 sold * $2,500 = $4,500,000 in about 4 years. Estimated $1,125,000 a year.

Exoskeletons:
Samsung

Laevo

Honda

·

Modular Convenient
configuration
· Easy to wear
· Bigger Market availability
channels
· Good fitting for all users

·
·

- Provides assistance/rehabilitation
-Military oriented
-Strength / Endurance to Soldiers.
-Able to walk in slope, rough
ground, stairs.
-Medium/Large

CVP: Range Price Average estimated $200-

CVP: $2,500 covered after a year of use (2 times

·
·
·

$800 better customer offer than Laevo.
·

Algorithm
Passive; No batteries / No Downtime with a gas
spring mechanism
First back support sold worldwide
Smart energy storage
Cons: Women fitting issues

more expensive than V22 and 10 times lower
than tools.)
Walking slightly hindered

CVP:

Leasing option for hospitals to
validate product.

Companies:[8]
Samsung

Laevo
· New Company
· 1,800 units sold
· Know-how of current
exoskeleton market
· Europe-Japan-Canada
Market

· Infrastructure
· Distribution Channels
· Samsung Reputation
Worldwide
· Ecosystem
Prospect Industries:
·
·
·

Healthcare
Industry
Warehousing

· 7th in world’s more valuable
brands in electronics
business
· 159 Millions followers in FB
· Estimated Revenue of
$3,925,095.00 first
year.

Industries served:
·
·
·
·

Healthcare
Industry
Logistic
Warehousing

Estimated Revenue:
1,800 * $2,500 =
$4,500,000 in about 4 years.
209 hundreds follower in
FB

Honda

- Pioneer motorcycle, cars,
aircraft
Japanese company founded in
1959 US.
- Respected automobile brand
CRV innovation
- 120 facilities in 33 countries
around the world.
Exoskeleton Industry:
Army

·

Average Cars and Motorcycles
per year
$ 20 Millions.

$375,000 a year
·
80% rate user acceptance

5. Customer Analysis
The customer analysis was conducted by interviewing people and literature research. The interviews
included talking to nurses, a midwife, construction workers, warehouse workers, and inventory
workers. And the literature survey led to us studying the many papers listed in our reference section.
The interviews were conducted over multiple sessions, in an informal fashion in order to make the
interviewees more comfortable. We believe multiple sessions over a longer time frame helped
establish a trust with the participants and allowed us to extract genuine and useful insights.
We constrcuted personas that represent our target users. Since we conducted these interviews while
still exploring multiple markets, we did this with various demographics in mind.

Persona 1
General information
Name: Emmanuel Gomez
position: Senior welder

Demographics
Emmanuel is a 51-year-old welder who has been working at the same company for the past 23 years.
He is a high school graduate, married, with three children. He is the sole breadwinner in his family.
And he is a first generation immigrant from Spain.

Psychographics
This is a family man. His work is long and hard, but he does to provide for his family. When he’s not
working, or resting in order to wake up to a shift that starts at 4:00 AM, he tries to spend his time
with his family. He believes that he has good ideas but thinks he cannot communicate them well
because of his accent. His biggest fear is that as he ages, his body will no longer be able to sustain
this line of work.

Proxy products
He interacts with welding implements in tight spots as he works on train carriages. His job also
involves lifting heaving pieces an holding them in place.

Watering holes
Mainly at work, Emmanuel interacts with his coworkers and subordinates. At company events, he
meets people from the other departments.

What does a day in the life of your persona look like?
Emmanuel has to wake up at 3:00 AM every morning to make his 4:00 shift. He makes himself a
quick breakfast, gets ready, and drives to work. He “punches in” as soon as he gets there, and goes
through a list of the current ongoing projects. He is free to start working on any of them, but usually
chooses to pick up the project where he left off last shift. He sees how much of the work the night
crew completed and picks up where they left off. Usually, this means finding the pieces that have to
be welded on next from inventory, bringing them over to where he is working, which is a task that
either requires help from other employees, or using vehicular assistance. After getting what he
needs, he has to pick up each piece he needs from the floor, or from a workbench, hold it place, and
weld it on, usually to the carriage. These parts made of metal can be heavy, and it is straining to hold
in place steady enough for the weld to be precise. The work is pretty monotonous, but he does enjoy
his breaks and his lunch hour with his coworkers, who have become close friends over the years of
working there. By the time he clocks out at 2:00 PM, he is pretty exhausted. He comes home, and
makes himself a quick snack before he has to head out to pick up his children. With his unusually
early mornings, his family has dinner at 5:00 PM, and he goes to bed by 6:00 PM.

Priorities
His priority is always his health. He wants to be able to provide for his family, and in order to do
that, being able to work is crucial. That makes his well-being crucial.

Persona 2
General information
Name: Tally Joy
position: Registered Nurse.

Demographics
Nurse Joy is a 30-year-old nurse working three jobs, at two hospitals and one at nursing home. She
lives with her husband who is a school teacher. She works 6 days a week on most weeks, and she
works long hours on most days.

Psychographics
She's worked hard her whole life, through nursing school, and now at her job. She chose to be a nurse
because she wanted to help people, and this job is allowing her to do just that. She has a habit of
standing, and not sitting often enough tires her feet and legs.

Proxy products
She is required to carry around a walky talky style communicator in both the hospital and at the
nursing home.

What does a day in the life of your persona look like?
Tally has odd hours that change from week to week, but generally is clocking in around 80 hours. On
most days, her shift starts at noon and might run to the early hours of the next morning. As with most
medical professionals, she does what the occasion calls for, and in hospitals there’s always
something happening. The most physically demanding aspects of her job are rushing to places when
there’s an emergency, assisting an elderly patient with getting up, sitting down, walking, using the
bathroom etc, and pushing gurneys.

Priorities
She values her free time, her breaks, and her sleep. But more than all that she prioritizes her ability to
work to the best of her ability. This means that she often finds herself pushing herself to the limits in
order to care for her patients. She fights through fatigue and soreness to get to where she has to be
when she has to be. She knows that her work takes up most of her time, and the work is tiring. When
she isn’t working, she chooses to relax and spends time with her husband.

Small Account Segment: About 5% of Total 139,295 Nurses are considered our potential small
account segment. They could be served with GEM-H Exoskeleton.
Large Account Segment: About 10% of Total 5,534 Hospitals USA Nationwide are considered
as potential large segment to serve. They are served with GEM-K Exoskeleton.

The amount that hospitals spend on their technology has seen a sizable increase over the years. It was
2.8 billion in 2013, and grew into 7.2 billion in 2018, based on the Becker Report. This is promising
for us to break into this space, targeting nurses and other medical staff. Delving deeper, we look at
how this spending is split up. [5]

This chart details spending. Note the slice for equipment (7.9%).
Avg. Nurses per hospital = 63 ~ 50 for easier math
Number of hospitals in the US = 6,210
Current spending on Equipment = Five hundred fifty-three million
If a quarter of the nurses adopted = Thirty-seven million two hundred sixty thousand
If half of all nurses adopted = Seventy-seven million six hundred twenty-five thousand
If all nurses adopted the technology = one hundred fifty-five million two hundred fifty thousand

6. Exoskeleton Global Market:
According to the wearable robotics association, the profile of global exoskeleton business landscape
looks like the Exoskeleton growth tendency for human assistance exoskeletons tends to be a small
group of 48 companies competing for the market.
Also, half of the companies are still startups valued in less than $25Mil. willing to participate.Only
one quarter is global as in the case of Samsung, DaeWoo and Lockheed-Martin, which have a
recognized brand name in consumer mind. The rest of the companies are considered small companies
as a result of University research. The forecasting estimates shows a $2.1B market by 2021. The
CAGR is 73%. As shown in the graph below according to “[10].
The major activity is happening in the start-up level.

Exoskeleton market by Region.
The market by region shows that North America represents 36% of the market which is the initial
market for the present Marketing plan.

7. SWOT Analysis
Strength
● Brand name recognition
● Large R&D budget
● Diverse global market share
● Distribution networks
established.

Weakness
● Guinea pig
● Low Profit margins
● High manufacturing costs.

Opportunities
● Untapped markets in nursing
and medical equipment
● Name recognition presents
the chance to market to
individuals and institutions at
the same time.

Threats
● Competitors are established in the
space (though they lack a
distribution network)
● Failure of a new product could
reflect badly across multiple
product markets
● The biggest markets are in Asia,
might have to cater to those needs
first

We conducted a SWOT analysis of Samsung as a company to identify factors that could help or
hinder the marketing of this product.
The biggest of the strengths is Samsung’s name recognition. Having already being established as a
frontrunner of innovation and technology, their reputation helps with this product.
Another strength is Samsung’s wide and deep distribution network, Samsung having so many
products to sell, in so many sectors, means that the marketing of this product will not be on foreign
grounds.
The weaknesses begin with the futurism of the product. Since this product is so new, it is difficult to
predict it’s success or failure, whether it will cross the chasm or not.
The opportunities include the untapped market among nurses. This product identifies a problem for
which there is no current solution, and by providing a solution, it has the potential for widespread
growth and success.
Finally, the threats we are identified the many competitors in this space. Although they might be
varied in their target users, the fact that so much research and development means that Samsung will
have to strive to stay ahead of the curve. Another threat is poor market reception. If this product does

not do well, it will reflect badly on Samsung as a whole which might hurt profits in other markets as
well.

8. Marketing Objective & Goals
Our Objective is to prevent injuries by designing a “lightweight, easy-to-wear
exoskeleton” that “prevents injuries at work” and “improves productivity when
lifting objects”, for nurse practitioners, hospitals, nursing home assistants, and
warehouse workers.

9. Marketing Strategy
The strategy supports Samsung motto: “Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all
ages”. The strategy is a value-based pricing strategy according to the primary and secondary value
drivers, market perceptions about price sensitivity, standard quality offered by samsung product, and
general service perception. This strategy is supporting the unserved hospital and nursing market
opportunity found in the analysis.
Based on the prospective customer assessment needs and price sensitivity, the proposed strategy
considered is Bundle II as the first choice option for nurse pratitioners. For the hospitals and other
groups, the point of perception is the minimum purchase amount identified during their purchase
process description, Bundle III could be the adequate offer for their them.
As stated before our primary market is to sell to hospitals, nursing homes, hospices and other
institutions that employ nurses and other health care professionals. We can campaign through
individual nurses as well, in order to have more institutions adopt the change.

Product & Brand Management:
The main objective is to introduce Samsung Exoskeleton from 10% to 20% for Large Segment and
from 5% to 15% for the Small Segment after first year lunch period. This is tactic may contribute to
increase the company initial low profits.
Gradual Increase
Market Share
Introduction
Hospital Introduction
Market Share

10%

15%

20%

Nurses Introduction
Market Share

5%

10%

15%

Tactics:

●
●
●

Raise Exoskeleton awareness as a new samsung brand line product
Improve customer preference in the long term
Improve the initial Market Share estimated index.

10. Positioning

This graph from before shows how Samsung’s exoskeleton positions itself in the overall exoskeleton
market. As you can see, the players in this space are quite varied. But most of them make products
that are much more expensive. This leaves a lot of room for Samsung to position itself on the other
end of the spectrum, by offering more inexpensive options. Along with this, Samsung’s product is
also on the lighter side of the spectrum, which sets it apart. The closest competitor is Laevo, which
offers a product that is both heavier and more expensive.

11. Pricing
Since Samsung has introduced the exoskeleton as three self contained devices that each target a
specific set of muscles in their function, and also, since every person has their own needs according
to the specifics of their occupation, we believe that it makes the most sense to adopt a bundle pricing
strategy.

Exoskeleton – Product Tactic Structure.

Bundle Pricing Strategy:
The objective is to offer a customer added value to the exoskeleton end-users, to attract new
customers with One Product option. To encourage the high-end users able to invest more with the
Bundle III option.

As seen in previous use cases, the bundle pricing strategy is very effective at incentivising customers
to buy more while they are buying. And with most technological marketing strategies, our product is
aimed at being useful in the long term, and as such we want customers to buy more when they do buy
as opposed to trying to illicit frequent sales.

12. Distribution Management
Kaiser Permanente - Purchase general process.
As part of the customer assessment the definition of this process provide specific details about how
the customer usually make purchases. The information is useful to understand the hospital needs and
design a value strategy and tacticts to cover hospital segment specific purchasing needs and possible
distribution channel.

Hospital Preventive Device Purchase Process.

General steps.
1. Nurse identifies a need in the labor / General procedures department
2. The Safety Crew Manager identify a preventive need and coordinates with next level General
manager.

3. A price evaluation limit is performed for less than $,5000 they can proceed. On purchases
above $5,000 a Business Case and Senior management approval might be required.
4. If the minimum purchase amount limit is passed, then the General manager and Safety Crew
Manager analyze, research about registered provider and product options and agreed on the
adequate device.
5. Safety Crew Manager contact a register provider and request the device trial.
6. The provider must validate FDA requirements, the hospital employee request credentials and
then provide the trial device.
7. The Nurse receive the trial device for an evaluation period.
8. Nurse send the insights about the product performance back to Safety Crew Manager.
9. If the trial passed the test then, SCM & GM agreed the purchase under $5,000 and GM sends
the Purchase Order -PO- to the Buy Center.
10. The Buy Center verifies the OP details from buyer, If pass then generates the PO.
11. The provider receive the PO, sends the bill and deliver the device and supplies if applies to
the requested department.
12. SCM send the device to the Nurse department for regular use and performance feedback.
Note:
KP = Kaiser Permanente ID
KPS = Kaiser Permanente Safety Crew Manager
KPGM = Kaiser Permanente General Manager
PO = Purchase order

13. Communication management
The communication management objective is to provide and efficient communication system with
the different exoskeleton market segments. This is one of the most important factors for the success
of a product launch, life, maintenance, performance, evaluation. During the last decades the most
innovative companies invest in a strong communication system to support their products launch as a
strategy. Therefore, the strategy to reuse the current Samsung Health Communication Infrastructure
as initial strategy can have a positive outcome for Exoskeleton.
Samsung as a Global company is already serving health industry customers for wearables. The
exoskeleton communication strategy can learn about the installed Samsung communication system to
include the know how in the exoskeleton case, to accelerate the exoskeleton brand and customer
awareness communication plan. A pre-announcement of the exoskeleton product and preliminary
promotion.

The communication tactics includes two main types:
1. The Communication starting from Samsung to Customers: Hospitals and Nurses (Push
messaging)
2. The communication starting from Customers Hospital / Nurses to Samsung (Pull messaging)

3. Design a customized exoskeleton app as the mobile hospital as tactic to
provide:
a)
Direct communication about the exoskeleton or hospitals and nurses
b) Design a digital-electronic device as smartphone, tablet or
c)

similar communication mobile system across the hospital
Design the appropriate mobile devices and specific configuration for
hospitals and nurses.

14. Conclusion
Overall, we are optimistic about Samsung emerging as a dominant player in the exoskeleton market.
Although there are many players in the space, Samsung’s positioning along with the current market
still being very malleable, and the current players being mostly start-ups and without effective
distribution networks, the market is up for grabs for a well established company such as Samsung.
We also find nurses to be a profitable market, the profession being both high earning and valuable,
and the institutions they work for being willing to spend to keep them safe in the workplace.
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Appendices
Interview Schema.
PSU-ETM Technology Marketing Instrument [1]
Product: Samsung Exoskeleton Device
Vinu, Casper
Lily Fitz

About the JobToBe Done by a Nurse or Patient assistant:
1. Tell me more about your daily job at the Hospital …
2. Yes, and… how do you feel about your daily job physical effort?
3. Would you share more about a typical day motions around your
work area?
4. Are you able to complete your job in close spaces?
5. Tell me more about how do you locate and relocate objects in your
job area…
6. Do you feel comfortable moving around in the hospital halls?
7. How could you feel additional support on your daily job?
8. When doing extra effort movements….What kind of support would
you like?
9. Does the Nurse wears gloves or handlers?
10. Tell me more about your typical Nurse shift / schedule….

Possible need…
Do you feel aware to avoid injuries in your daily tasks?
Tell me more about your experience with injuries when performing your job…
How could you consider those injury experiences?

What could be useful to help?
If you are introduced to a new preventive light wearable to prevent injuries
at workplace as Exoskeleton…
Do you feel aware to avoid injuries in your daily tasks?
Would you invest in a wearable to support your daily tasks?
Tell me more about the factors that influence your decision?

Marketing Plan Log.
Portland State University
Maseeh College of Engineering and Computer Science
Department of Engineering and Technology Management

ETM 555/655 – Technology Marketing
Spring 2019
Instructor: Dr. Antoine Jetter.

Exoskeleton Marketing Plan Log
Team:
Vinu Casper
Liliana Fitzpatrick
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INTRODUCTION
The Log file is a reflection on the activities required and faced challenges to achieve the design of
the marketing plan main goal. The log includes the details associated to the technology-marketing
plan for Samsung Exoskeleton. The weekly steps follow the marketing plan workflow in order to
achieve the goal of delivering on time at the end of the Spring Term. The reflection log, starts by
describing the product selection process and challenges. Second step to characterize the Company
and challenges, by researching about the company producing the selected product. Third, Finding
the markets challenges steps, as to research about what do we know about the product, the target
customer well founded learning opportunities, prospective customers empathetic conversations
learning and challenges, reasons for customers to buy Samsung exoskeleton. Possible additional
markets. Jobs to be done and identification of the Persona. Based on the previous sections results
the segment market was possible to identify, and a customer value proposition was possible to
describe. The log includes the weekly activities events, challenges that allow the marketing plan to
be addressed. Finally, assessment and final thoughts about the followed process is included.

Idea Generation
Week 1 - 4/2/19 to 4/9/19 [Casper]
This week was dedicated to ideation. An initial pitch of each of the following ideas was made.
● A drone delivery system
● A holographic phone/display
● Project Google Ara - modular phone.
After an initial briefing, we decided to further explore each avenue, document our findings to the
following questions.
● What is this product/service?
● Who is our Target user group?
● What value does the product provide for them?
● What are the pros and cons of the product?
We plan on presenting all three ideas next week and make a final decision based on the feedback we
receive.

Challenges, lessons learned.
The prioritization process of the product could be complex in the marketing workflow design
process.

Product Selection.
The process to choose the product could become a bottleneck and delay for the marketing plan.
Challenges, lessons learned. To decide the best option to start working in the marketing plan
must be a fast decision process in order to complete the assignment on time.

Week 2 - 4/10/19 to 4/16/19 [Hamid]
First of all, we named the team “Team SEVEN” because SEVEN is the number of LUCK in some
cultures. There is no other reason for this call, except have some fun with our teamwork.

Challenge:
During week 2 we discussed what we want to do to introduce our ideas in the class. It is mentioned in the
syllabus that we don’t need to create any presentation for the ideas. Based on that note, some of team
members insist we should not have any slide to show. Some have other idea and think it would be easier
to describe the ideas when we have one slide for each idea. They think it would be better to have the ideas
written, at least, we can use those notes in our project log. To practice teamwork, we voted on this idea.
Team voted to go with the slides, one for each idea. We would have a meeting before the class to talk
about the details. We need to come up with one idea after the class and receiving the professor’s and other
classmates’ feedbacks.
In the class, we described all three ideas and the professor gave us some feedback about them. She said
there had been some projects about Drone Delivery and Google Ara ideas in previous classes which we
need to look at them and see if we can create a different point of view in our projects. After class, team
decided to do some research on the previous projects related to the ideas and make a decision in the next
meeting. We also reviewed one of the business plan from last semester to have an idea about the outlines
of the marketing plan.

Week 3 - 9/17/19 to 4/23/19 [Lily]
During this week we researched about the available published researches related to the next three
proposed products:
1. ARA Google modular electronic: In process
2. Holographic electronic: In process
3. Drones Delivery Service Marketing Plan publications.
Location: These can be found in the PDXScholar resource:

https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/do/search/?q=Drones%20delivery%20service%20Marketing%
20plan&start=0&context=3790786&facet=
a. Drone Technology and Applications - Management of Engineering and Technology
Course. Includes a Market Analysis - Not a Marketing Plan though…
b. Boeing Drone Project_ Marketing Plan Marketing Plan for the DJI Phantom 4 Follow-Me
DroneCamera System.pdf
- This publications emphasis the I Phantom 4 Drone Camera feature marketing
plan and the implementation in the Photography field.
c. This marketing plan emphasis the use of Boeing Drones - for E-retailers such as
Walmart, Apple, Walgreen, Macy, Nike.
d. This marketing plan emphasis the use of Boeing Drones - for E-retailers such as
Walmart, Apple, Walgreen, Macy, Nike.
i.
Note: What is not covered in the research:
● Remote areas delivery of Medicine
● Tourism
● Food

Challenge:
The next step our group could analyse the collected information about the products proposed publications
and decide on the adequate option to perform the Marketing Plan.

Week 3 - 4/16/19 to 4/23/19 [Preeti]
We made a preliminary outline of the contents which we wanted to include in our project “Uber Drone
Delivery Service”. We decided to assign one topic to each team member to work upon. Later we can
modify this RACI matrix as per our progress on the project.

Week 5 - 04/24/2019 – 04/30/2019
The team came together to finally decide on a single idea to pursue. The top runners came down to the
drone delivery system, project ARA and an exoskeleton designed by Samsung. The drone delivery system
did not present itself as having enough real world data to perform. And even though Project ARA
presented itself as a well documented use case to pursue, the project had been done before, the team
decided that it was best not to pursue the idea further. So we finally landed on the exoskeleton idea, it
being unexplored, and it would be a unique and interesting idea to explore.

Challenge:
To decide which project was better unique option for the purpose of the class to design a
marketing plan.
Week 6 - 05/07/2019 to 05/14/2019
Health Industry General Advantages / Disadvantages.
Exoskeleton General Advantages / Disadvantages.

Health industry Advantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rehabilitation Centers could be initial prospective customers
Health industry need: 200,000 already suffering spinal cord injury
Samsung know-how about the best software exoskeleton as smart system applied to health.
Integration with current health assistance tools as with wheelchairs, siri voice command,
smartphones app.

Health Industry Disadvantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Marketing high cost
Exoskeleton could be a high cost to design
Hard to convince Insurance companies to cover exoskeleton
Possible initial prospective customer limited to rehabilitation centers and hospitals
It seems not affordable for the public to start
Medical industry approval long time process

Advantages of exoskeleton:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Support to paralyzed people
Exoskeleton help users health improvement by requiring upright position
Emotional benefit by helping users to be independent from full assistance
Exoskeleton allow complex movements due to jointed appendages
Provide protection against physical damage and abrasion.
increase leverage

Challenge:
Organize the content and summarize in the preliminary marketing plan presentation.

Week 7 05/15/2019 to 05/21/2019 [Hamid]
Challenges:
Although the team discussed the Exoskeleton with the professor and she explained us the area which we
can focus (industrial applications and moving segment) but Hamid and Preeti decided to talk to her and
split the team into two teams. They talked to the professor and the other team members and after getting
approval from the professor, they split the team into two teams. Team 1 (Lily and Casper) would work on
Exoskeleton and team 2 (Preeti and Hamid) would work on Smart Pet. Although the whole team tried to
find a way to focus on one topic, it seems it didn’t work. Since this week, the teams would log their
projects separately.

Week 8 - 05/22/2019 to 05/28/2019 [Casper]
A brief preliminary analysis of the exoskeleton
● What does the product do in principle?
>It helps in mobility.
>To carry load
>To correct posture
>To train muscle groups
● What conditions need to exist for the product to function in principle (e.g. do users need
particular skills or resources, complementary products, etc.)?
In order to help in mobility, in load carrying (the warehouse and industrial purposes), no

additional skills are required. Training to use the product could aid in safer use. Complementary
resources could include charging stations, additional battery units, fuel units, etc.

● What are the intended performance level of the product and what value would it
deliver (e.g. is it faster, cheaper, better integrated, prettier, .....)?
For warehouse workers, and for industrial workers, they would provide
>Increased productivity,
>The ability to carry heavier loads in spots too tight for bigger machines such as
trucks and forklifts,
>The ability to avoid strain while carrying loads, thus make working a more
pleasant experience,
> With the advantage of added strength, the sole lacking of physical ability will
stop being a limiting factor in choosing professions like this.
SAMSUNG: http://inevitablesteps.com/marketing/samsung-marketing-strategy/

FINDING A MARKET
● What do you know about each segment/group of a potential customer?
This could use additional research but it seems like every major product development
company, and moreover every company selling products, needs warehousing, and most of them
have their own. And for smaller companies that do not, usually hire third party warehousing
companies for their needs. I believe this is the primary marketing segment to target.
As for the industrial segment, I believe there are companies working as independent
contractors for construction, logistics, and other professions requiring loads being carried, and
there industrial companies where loads are required to be moved in the day to day operation of
machinery and other aspects of the company. I believe that this could be a secondary market to
break into.
●

Are these target customers well-funded?
Since we aim to sell to companies that own and operate warehouses, and own and operate
industrial companies, we expect the customers to be well funded.

● Could you reach these customers with your company's sales force? Or would this
require a new channel?
Samsung already having an elaborate network of selling to business, I believe that these
existing channels could be used to introduce and sell this product.
●

Do they have a compelling reason to buy a new type of product?
At first glance, this product does seem experimental and a luxury to own. A good
narrative will have to be constructed to show how and where an exoskeleton excels, and how it is
a smart decision to introduce it to the workflow, and introduce it early. I believe that by showing
how compact and nimble it is, is an attractive feature to highlight. Other than that, collecting
statistics to show how much of productivity increase can be expected is another way to prove the
products worthiness. I suggest a test use case by introducing it in Samsung’s own warehouses,
etc.

● Is the product a complete solution for the customers that works more or less as a
standalone? Or would you have to partner with other companies? How much of the
total solution do you provide vs. other partners?

It is a standalone product, delivering on what it promises by itself, but since the service it
promises is only one step, or one aspect, of a bigger process, it is confusing to think about
whether then, it provides a complete solution or not.
●

Are there many alternative solutions to the customer problem? How fierce is the
competition? Could the competition block you?
Since the product is so experimental, the alternative would be simply not to use it? But
when it comes to the physical act of lifting heavy things, I think the competition is machinery
such as forklifts, and balers, and other vehicular options.

Segmentation
“As per the latest report published by Market Research Future (MRFR), the global market for forklift
trucks will surge at a compound annual growth rate of 5.9% between 2017 and 2023 to reach a valuation
of over USD 40 Bn. Forklift trucks are a modern-age moveable industrial equipment mainly used for
independent lifting of products and moving items. They are used in places such as warehouses, shipyards
and manufacturing facilities for placement of discrete loads. Furthermore, these mobile equipments can
be integrated with various types of forks based on the loading task.
Over the years, use of forklift trucks for moving and lifting objects have increased significantly owing to
evolving operational structures in facilities. Today, such trucks have become extremely popular in
industries such as food & beverage, automotive, consumer goods, retail, e-commerce and construction. In
the years to come, their demand is expected to rise further, which a positive indication for market players.
The global manufacturing sector continues to expand due to the increased demand for commodities
where forklift trucks play an important role. Their usage can reduce the risk of injuries and accidents as
well as significantly cut down on the requirement of manual force.”
https://www.reuters.com/brandfeatures/venture-capital/article?id=75707
This report shows that the forklift industry is targeting the same markets as we are. The reasons why the
exoskeleton would win favor would be factors of price, the ability to handle more fragile loads, and the
fact the exoskeleton runs on electric power, something the forklift industry is already bracing for.

Week 9 5/29/2019 to 06/04/2019 [Lily - Casper]
Challenge:
• Product had been determined an prospective customer visits, emphatetic conversation about their
needs, observation, data collection has to be done.This data sources provides the base to define a
meaningful Customer Value Proposition and main elements for the marketing plan.
• Collaboration, folders and files shared re-organization on google documents. (Version control)
• Empathetic conversations with prospective customers are set-up and performed (be diligent!).
• Exhaustive literature review and analysis about the company, product, market, segment market,
global market etc. ( Organization skill are critical.)
• Get ready for the preliminary Dress Rehersal with the teacher to evaluate the marketing plan progress.
• Price strategy is defined, a deeper knowledge of your prospective customer is important for this task.
• Teacher observations are applied to the inventory of data collected. ( Be open minded and agile to
update the suggestions to improve the plan in process)
• Getting ready and design the final slide presentation.

Segmentation (Needs research.)
Step 3: Market Definition:
The first step of this analysis is market definition.

What is the market need ? According to observations?
According to the prospective customers observation the possible needs are Preventive care and
productivity improvement.

Small Account Segment: About 5% of Total 139,295 Nurses are considered our potential small
account segment. They could be served with GEM-H Exoskeleton.

Large Account Segment: About 10% of Total 5,534 Hospitals USA Nationwide are considered as
potential large segment to serve. They are served with GEM-K Exoskeleton.

Customer Retention Rate Reference
Samsung ranked second in the USA with 77% customer retention for one electronic product. This could
be considered as a reference for Wearables as the Exoskeleton future performance.

International Forum Design Award 2017

4. Customer Analysis
Step 4: Market Research: Talking to real people ( In progress… )
Estimate the Total Available Market and Serviceable Available Market:
• For the Market decision research method and to collect the primary data,
• A Market research phase is performed to collect the primary data for the marketing plan.

Method: Empathic conversations with the potential customers from different industries. The
purpose was to understand their needs to incorporate them in the marketing process.
The conversations were conducted with nurses, hospital staff, warehouse staff.
In the next section we include some of the Persona description results, which became a great new data
source collection for the next steps in the design of the marketing plan.
Samsung and large competitors R&D Spends. ($Billions)

• Does not have too much competition?
• Grows tendency?
• Can be served well?

According to the wearable robotics association, the profile for the profile of global exoskeleton business
landscape looks like the Exoskeleton growth tendency for human assistance exoskeletons tends to be a
small group of 48 companies competing for the market.
Also, half of the companies are still startups valued in less than $25Mil. willing to participate.Only one
quarter is global as in the case of Samsung, DaeWoo and Lockheed-Martin, which have a recognized
brand name in consumer mind. The rest of the companies are considered small companies as a result of
University research. The forecasting estimates shows a $2.1B market by 2021. The CAGR is 73%. As
shown in the graph below according to “[10].
Exoskeleton market by Region.
The market by region shows that North America represents 36% of the market which is a primary market
for the present Marketing plan.

First Potential Segment Market:
Nursing & Potential Market Occupation Facts…
Their Job include lifting and turning patients and assisting patients when walking.
Market Segment Size.
Total Nurse Practitioners: 139,295
Second Potential Segment Market: Warehouses

TABLE SNR06. Highest incidence rates1 of total
nonfatal occupational injury cases, 2017
Industry2

NAICS
Code3

Incidence
Rate

Nursing and residential care facilities
(State government)

623

10.7

Materials recovery facilities (Private
industry)

56292

9.5

Hospitals (State government)

622

7.4

Portfolio analysis:

Week 10 - 06/05/2019 to 06/11/2019 [Lily - Casper]
Challenges:
• Good organization skills and communication are critical at this point for a good outcome

• Content review and organization for the final document design. (Detail oriented, graphic design, chart
design skills are good asset for this task)
• Marketing plan workflow steps review and updates. (Document versioning control skills).
• Be flexible and collaborative for the files updates.
• Price strategy updated to Bundle, Communication strategy improved and others.(Creativity required
for a good Price propositon)
• Check list (Rubric) for the collected content. (Organization skills required ).
• Final Marketing design. ( Time management is a challenge at this point).
• Final Log file design
• Final deliveries.

Strategies / Launch possibilities:
●

Introduce Samsung Exoskeleton from 10% to 20% for Large Segment and from 5% to 15% for
the Small Segment after first year lunch period.

Increase Gradual
Market Share
Introduction
Hospital Introduction
Market Share
10%
Nurses Introduction
Market Share
5%
●
●
●

15%

20%

10%

15%

Raise Exoskeleton awareness as a new samsung line product (Check Samsung awareness rate)
Improve preference in the long term
Improve the initial Market Share estimated index.

What are our Strategic Priorities?
1. Market Growth
2. Market Share
3. Customer Retention
4. Product Positioning
5. Marketing and Sales Communications
6. Environmental Attention
Communication Strategy elements:
Marketing Communications
• Push Communication
o Press Release
o Samsung Community
o Channel Services
• Pull Communications
• Direct
Media
• Call Center
Samsung Users Community

• Facebook
• Newsletter

Brochures
Regular Mail
Samsung Health AP
Samsung Pay
Samsung NewsRoom

Marketing Plan Process Assessment
The provided marketing plan workflow can be an effective and efficient guide to successfully
develop the marketing plan.

The Outcome
At the beginning the volume and disperse information does not help to visualize the possible
outcome. Applying the workflow process help to organize and define the required steps to provide
a good quality of plan. The rubric is very useful as a key checklist to review when the data had been
collected and elements are designed. The limited time and detailed documentation design makes
the marketing plan a good level of challenge. It is very important to push on to teams product
selection decision, if possible in the first week for a better plan development.

